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I.

Introduction

The City of Mount Dora has had a wayfinding system in place for several years. However, the
effectiveness of that system as a means to direct visitors has been compromised over time as
extraneous information has been added (see Figure 1 below). Different signage solutions have
been designed to address a variety of perceived problems; however, these short-term solutions
have created a condition where the comprehensive, concise messaging of the signage as a
coordinated system for both motorists and pedestrians has been muddled, making portions of the
travel experience confusing to visitors and decreasing the effectiveness of the City’s wayfinding
effort and overall brand.
The goal of this project is to develop a strategic framework that helps unify the larger wayfinding
system, while also creating clarity to accompany new parking efforts in the downtown area. It is
designed to help foster a positive image of the City, complement its physical and cultural character
and support economic investment.

Figure 1: Typical downtown Mount Dora intersection
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II.

Purpose of Wayfinding

Wayfinding provides a system of information that enables users to successfully navigate through
Mount Dora by showing them their location in relation to their surrounding environment and
possible destinations. In its simplest terms, wayfinding incorporates branding, signage, maps and
directional devices to tell visitors where they are, where
they want to go and how they get there - it provides
direction for people on the move.
When adequate wayfinding information is available, a
community appears well organized and safe. Visitors are
more inclined to walk to destinations and venture further,
knowing that wayfinding information will be available
when and if they need it. Destinations are more easily
found and the potential complexities of an unfamiliar
urban environment are simplified.
On the other hand, when adequate wayfinding
information is not available, visitors can get frustrated
and lost and will not enjoy the overall experience of
finding a destination. Functional inefficiencies can also
result, creating unnecessary circulation, additional traffic
and potentially unsafe conditions. People generally
avoid places where they feel uncomfortable and
disoriented, which can be very problematic for touristoriented destinations such as Mount Dora.
The objectives for this wayfinding project include:










Figure 2: Mount Dora Wayfinding Signage

Reinforce the Mount Dora identity
Enhance the perception and character of Mount
Dora
Identify key entry points into the City
Identify pathways for vehicular traffic into and out of the City
Identify pathways for vehicular traffic to parking areas
Identify pathways for pedestrians from parking areas to amenities and events
Create an awareness of destinations and promote them
Reduce the visual clutter or overuse of signs to reduce confusion
Create a system of simple components that are easily fabricated and maintained
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III.

Components of a Wayfinding
System

Successful wayfinding depends on presenting
directional information, so that visitors are not
confused by excessive or extraneous data.
Information should be presented in a logical and
orderly fashion. Determining the decision points
visitors will face throughout their journey into Mount
Dora (see Exhibit 1, Circulation Map) and
identifying a hierarchy of information required at
each of those decision points will allow visitors to
easily recognize and interpret messages along
their journey.
The process of directing visitors to various
destinations should follow a general sequence of
events:








Inform visitors they have arrived in Mount
Dora by creating gateway experiences;
Provide directional information along
preferred routes to maintain orientation for
the visitor along the way;
Direct first to the area of the visitor’s
desired destination, then to the destination
itself;
Guide to the most convenient and
appropriate parking in the area;
Orient visitors as pedestrians once they
have left their vehicles;
Direct visitors back to their vehicles; and
Provide departure information about
accessing major thoroughfares and routes
as visitors are leaving the area

Figure 3: Cultural and Parking Signage

The components of a complete wayfinding
program should include:
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Gateways serve to
announce arrival to
an area. They should
include not only
signage, but other
elements of
streetscaping and
landscaping. Their
main purpose is to
create a sense of
place and boundary.
Gateways are often
overlooked because
they do not direct
visitors to specific
locations, but they
have the potential to
Figure 4: Gateway Feature
impact visitor
perceptions of an area. They not only serve as an introduction to the area itself, but to
the style, mood and branding of the area and the primary visual elements of the
subsequent wayfinding system.
Trailblazer Signs are located at key intersections and along main routes. Their main
purpose is vehicular guidance to general areas and larger destinations, but they also
function at a pedestrian level as well.
Destination Signs can be used as vehicular guidance, but they are primarily used in areas
of slower traffic and tend to be more specific and smaller than trailblazer signs.
Parking and Identification Signs familiarize visitors with the local area and increase
awareness of available facilities and parking resources.
Pedestrian Signs make areas more accessible to visiting users while enhancing a sense of
place for both residents and visitors alike.
Kiosks (a freestanding structure used to display information and maps) provide
pedestrians with specific information about history, culture and available goods and
services. They orient the user to the surrounding environment. Ideal locations for kiosks
are in high-traffic areas and at transition points.
Banners can be used in groups or individually to announce arrival to an area or promote
specific events.

Branding should be incorporated into each of the above components to help reinforce community
elements within the wayfinding system.
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IV.

Inclusion Criteria

A wayfinding project cannot accommodate all destinations that would like to be part of the
system. When determining which destinations to display on wayfinding signage, it is important to
understand that generally only destinations accessible to the general public will be considered.
Any sign that carries a commercial message is likely an advertising sign, and as such, should not
be considered for the wayfinding program.
To help analyze existing wayfinding assets
in Mount Dora, destinations were
categorized to help understand the
hierarchy of information presented to
visitors, including:








Commercial Attractions
Community Districts
Cultural/Institutional
Historical/Architectural
Recreational
Tourist Services
Transportation

Banners are also an important component of
the larger system – they can provide aesthetic interest, promote events or provide an identity for
the community. Banners should not be used to promote individual businesses or market
merchandise or services.
Graphics for a banner program should promote:






Figure 5: Wayfinding Directional Information

City specific events, including seasonal;
Local non-profit groups hosting a public event or holding an educational campaign;
Groups hosting an event at public facilities;
Groups wishing to promote an event or exhibit of interest to the whole of Mount Dora;
and
City designated neighborhoods or areas
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V.

Destinations

The following destinations within Mount Dora have been identified on existing wayfinding signage
(see Exhibit 2, Existing Sign Map and Exhibit 3, Signage Key for details):
Commercial Attractions
 Commerce Park
 Highland Street Business Area
 Shopping and Dining
Community
 Downtown Mount Dora
 Downtown
 Historic Downtown
 Welcome to City of Mount Dora Historic District (National Register of Historic Places)
 Welcome to Historic Downtown Mount Dora
Cultural/Institutional
 City Hall
 Community Building
 Ice House Theater
 Library
 Mount Dora Center for the Arts
 Mount Dora High School
 Public Services Complex
Historical/Architectural
 Lakeside Inn
 Lawn Bowling Club
Recreational
 Donnelly Park
 Elizabeth Evans Park
 Frank Brown Sports Complex
 Gilbert Park
 Heim Field
 Palm Island
 Parks and Waterfront
 Public Pool
Tourist Services
 Chamber of Commerce Information Center
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Transportation
 5th Avenue
 Donnelly Street to Historic Downtown
 Florida Scenic Highway
 Highland Street
 Parking Garage
 Parking (within wayfinding signage)
 Parking (separate sign/blue)
 Parking (separate sign/green)
 Parking (separate sign/red)

Figure 6: Downtown Parking Directional Signage
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VI.

Assessment of Existing System

Who’s Coming to Mount Dora?
Mount Dora offers a broad spectrum of activities for
both residents and visitors, bringing many
different groups of people into the downtown and
surrounding areas. Some of these offerings include:







Historic District (National Register of Historic
Places)
Walking, Segway and driving tours
Shopping
Dining
Water activities on Lake Dora
Fishing throughout the Harris Chain of Lakes,
often referred to as the “Bass Capital of the
World”

Figure 7: Mount Dora visitors have many choices

Mount Dora is also known as the Festival City, hosting
a variety of regional events on a regular basis throughout the year, including:
















Florida Highwaymen Art Show, Benefit and Sale
Mount Dora Arts Festival
Florida Storytelling Festival
Mount Dora Spring Fest
Blueberry Festival
Blues n’ Groove Weekend
Mount Dora Paddle Fest
Mount Dora Freedom on the Waterfront
Mount Dora Seafood Festival
Wings and Wildflowers Festival
Mount Dora Bicycle Festival
Mount Dora Fall Craft Fair
Mount Dora Plant and Garden Fair
Mount Dora Scottish Highland Festival
Mount Dora Christmas

What Wayfinding Issues are Visitors to Mount Dora Having?
All visitors to Mount Dora have common wayfinding needs; first – clear, consistent and timely
information about their destination and how to reach it; and second – what to do once they’ve
arrived at their destination, such as parking locations and information about nearby attractions.
People attending festivals and other special gatherings have additional needs. The traffic and
road closures often present during these events creates confusion for visitors likely uncertain about
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where they need to go. Clear identification of travel routes (both to and from the City) and
parking is essential, but even more important is the communication of event parking options for
visitors prior to their arrival to help guide them.
With that context, the following observations have been made regarding the existing wayfinding
system in Mount Dora:
Traffic Circulation
Although parking lots are spread throughout the downtown area, most drivers prefer to
seek on-street parking in the core area near their destination, creating a situation where
vehicles are recirculating around a few blocks looking for open spaces. This creates
additional and unnecessary congestion in prime pedestrian areas.
Delivery trucks also create circulation problems in downtown. Throughout the day, they
often take up valuable parking spaces or block traffic lanes on streets and alleys, causing
backups and obstructing drivers’ views. This causes downtown navigation to become more
complex and dangerous.
Signage
The existing wayfinding system is incomplete, and in places, can be confusing. Overall, the
variety of different sizes, colors, sign types and application of signage nomenclature serve
as a barrier to a cohesive visitor experience. Some examples of the variety of disparate
signage and information systems include:









The downtown area is referred to “downtown”, “historic downtown”, and
“downtown Mount Dora”
“Elizabeth Evans Park” is shown on individual signs, but is also shown on city system
signs (red with green border) as “Evans Park”
Several destinations (such as City Hall, Community Building and Donnelly Park) are
shown on city system signs, but are also shown on green signs and/or on the
business directory poles
Ice House Theatre is shown on individual signs in both brown (heritage/cultural)
and green (general) colors
Parking direction is shown on city system signs, but also on individual signs
Parking signs use multiple colors – blue, green and red
Parking signs use multiple sign formats and sizes
Wayfinding signage is missing at key decision points throughout the city

It is easy to see how a visitor could have difficulty understanding how all the signage
elements relate to one another to form a complete brand.
Parking
Parking is one of the biggest challenges to visitors in downtown Mount Dora, not
necessarily because of a lack of parking, but because of a lack of parking awareness.
Parking is available, but it is often lost on visitors due to incomplete signage
communication - available parking is sometimes poorly identified, sometimes not at all.
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Several places offer parking in the evening, but visitors are often unaware or unsure of
the availability of those spaces (see Figure 8 below).

Figure 8: Evening parking opportunity

There are no time limits for on-street parking, which also presents problems. Employees
and business owners often use these spaces, taking them out of rotation for shoppers in
prime downtown locations and in prime shopping hours.
Messaging
Maps are a great way to take advantage of a pedestrian’s ability to stop and take in a
large amount of information about nearby destinations and provide orientation within the
urban environment. Kiosks have been installed in several locations downtown, but are not
being used to their full potential to direct and inform visitors; instead, they tend to serve
as promotional vehicles.
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VII.

Wayfinding Strategies

Based on the result of observations and analysis, several strategies emerge that should be
considered by the City to help streamline, clarify and/or enhance the wayfinding system. These
strategies address issues that are summarized in this report and that have been discussed in other
reports, such as the Downtown Parking Study (September 2016):
Traffic Circulation
 Additional signs or directional text/icons should be added to wayfinding signage at key
intersections to guide visitors back to regional roadways, especially US 441.
 Delivery regulations should be implemented to discourage trucks from blocking traffic and
pedestrian movement, especially in the downtown area. Encouraging deliveries in nonpeak hours and limiting the amount of time trucks may be parked in the street can help
prevent traffic backup, frustration and accidents.
Parking
 Signage for parking should be amended to clearly differentiate between timed parking,
free parking and evening only parking. The distinction between different types of public
parking can be accomplished in signage using consistent colors, symbols and simple
language (see Exhibit 5, New Parking Signage). Any restricted parking should be
identified clearly, but restrictive language should be presented in a proactive way with
additional instructions for parking.
 Parking lots should be named to help visitors locate their vehicles. Although lots could be
named after the street where they are located, this may present a problem when more
than one facility exists on a street, or when lots can be accessed from more than one
street. It would be more effective to name lots and garages with memorable names that
have meaning for the community.
Messaging
 Pedestrian kiosks should be provided at primary parking locations. At a minimum, the
kiosk should contain the name of the parking lot and a map of the downtown area,
correctly oriented to the environment (i.e. top of the map is oriented toward the direction
the user is facing). Destinations and businesses can be shown on the map, as well as listed
in an alpha-numeric format so they can be located on the map.
 Pedestrian maps are typically more effective orientation devices for walkers than guide
signs. They can show all destinations in each area, or even in the entire downtown, and
allow visitors to choose a route that takes them past destinations that interest them most.
Maps should be readily available at downtown stores, Chamber of Commerce, and kiosks,
and should be updated as needed to stay current with businesses and events.
 Opportunities exist to provide a much wider range of specialized information to visitors.
An interactive electronic kiosk could enrich the visitor experience and help promote the
diversity of destinations in downtown Mount Dora. Instead of showing a static map, an
electronic kiosk could tailor information to the variety of visitors that are using it. An
advantage of this technology is the volume of information that could be at a visitor’s
fingertips is endless. While these units would involve a financial commitment, they could
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also provide a revenue source in the form of local marketing and advertising on screens
when they are not in use.
Signage
 Successful wayfinding depends a great deal on simplifying the information presented to
first-time visitors, so they are not confused by excessive or unnecessary information.
Proper layering helps lead visitors to their destination through a series of directional
information at key decision points. Therefore, it is important to prioritize and simplify
wayfinding nomenclature wherever possible. Changes to wayfinding signage are
identified below (see Exhibit 4, New Signage Map for locations). Sign types are shown as
follows:





Sign
1
2
3a
3b
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13a
13b
14

Red – City of Mount Dora wayfinding system
Green – FDOT or regulatory
Tan – Heritage or cultural
Blue – MUTCD (Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, FHWA)
White – Other
Existing Text

Mount Dora Center for Arts
(left arrow)
Mount Dora
(left arrow)
Mount Dora City Limit
Entering Lake County
Mount Dora (right arrow)
Sanford (right arrow)
Ice House Theatre
(left arrow)
Historic Sites Florida Heritage
(left arrow)
Mount Dora
(left arrow)
Mount Dora
(right arrow)
Mount Dora (straight arrow)
Eustis (left arrow)
Mount Dora City Limit
SR 44 (left arrow)
Donnelly Street (right arrow)
Next Signal
Historic Sites Florida Heritage
(right arrow)
Downtown Mount Dora
(right arrow)
Mount Dora Center for Arts
(right arrow)
Ice House Theatre
(right arrow)

Proposed Text

Notes
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change); remove
unreadable “public pool”
sign
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Sign
15
16
17
18
19
20
21a

Existing Text
Mount Dora (right arrow)
Sanford (right arrow)
Entering Orange County
Entering Lake County
Welcome to Mount Dora
Welcome to Highland St.
Business Area
Highland St. Business Area
(straight arrow)
Commerce Park (right arrow)
Highland St. Parking (left arrow)
Gilbert Park/Palm Island (left arrow)
Downtown (straight arrow)
Heim Field (right arrow)

21b

Parking (left arrow)

22a
22b

Boat Ramp (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park
(left arrow)
5th Avenue (straight arrow)
Shopping & Dining (straight arrow)
Downtown (straight arrow)
Highland St. (straight arrow)
Historic Downtown (straight arrow)
Highland Street (left/right arrow)
Shopping & Dining (left/right arrow)
Downtown (right arrow)
Commerce Park (left arrow)

23
24
25

26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34a
34b
35

Parking (right arrow)
Downtown (left arrow)
City Hall (left arrow)
Public Services Complex (straight arrow)
Ice House Theatre (straight arrow)
Mount Dora High School (straight arrow)
Welcome to the City of Mount Dora
Historic District
Mount Dora (straight arrow)
Orlando (left arrow)
Welcome to Mount Dora
Donnelly Street to Historic Downtown
(straight arrow)
Welcome to Mount Dora
Library (right arrow)
Frank Brown Sports Complex (left arrow)
Historic Downtown (straight arrow)
Ice House Theatre (left arrow)
Public Pool (left arrow)
Mount Dora (straight arrow)
Tavares (right arrow)
Lake Sumter State College (right arrow)

Proposed Text

Notes
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)

Shopping & Dining (straight arrow)
Commerce Park (right arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)
Gilbert Park/Palm Island
(left arrow)
Historic Downtown (straight arrow)
Heim Field (right arrow)
Parking Icon (left arrow)

Highland St. Business Area
has already been
identified on Sign 19
Use new parking icon
located below sign body

Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 21a as icon
(no change)
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 21a as shown
5th Avenue (straight arrow)
Shopping & Dining (straight arrow)
Historic Downtown (straight arrow)
(no change)
Gilbert Park/Palm Island
(left arrow)
Commerce Park (left arrow)
Shopping & Dining (left/right arrow)
Historic Downtown (right arrow)
Free Public Parking (right arrow)
Historic Downtown (left arrow)
Shopping & Dining (left arrow)
Frank Brown Sports Complex (straight arrow)
Ice House Theatre (straight arrow)
Lincoln Community Park (straight arrow)

Highland Street is visible
ahead and was previously
signed – no need to
repeat it on this sign
Use new parking sign

(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign A as shown
Delete sign – incorporate
into sign A as shown
(no change)
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Sign
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46

Existing Text
Welcome to Mount Dora
City Limits
Mount Dora (straight arrow)
Tavares (right arrow)
Tavares (straight arrow)
Mount Dora (left arrow)
Eustis (right arrow)
Mount Dora Historic Downtown
(straight arrow)
Welcome to Historic Downtown
Mount Dora
Parking (right arrow)
City Hall (straight arrow)
Center for Arts (straight arrow)
Highland St. (straight arrow)
Donnelly Park (left arrow)
Parking (straight/right arrow)
Community Building Entrance
(left arrow)
Parking (left arrow)
Parking (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)

47

Shopping & Dining (left arrow)
Chamber of Commerce (left arrow)
Parking (left arrow)

48
49a

Public Parking (right arrow)
Community Building Entrance
(right arrow)

49b

Parking (left arrow)

50
51

Public Parking (left arrow)
Parking (left arrow)
Shopping & Dining (left arrow)
Parking Garage (left arrow)
Lakeside Inn (straight arrow)
Downtown (straight arrow)
City Hall (left arrow)
Community Building (left arrow)
Donnelly Park (left arrow)
Chamber of Commerce (straight arrow)
Center for Arts (left arrow)
Parking (straight/left arrow)

52

53

Proposed Text

Notes
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)

Welcome to the City of Mount Dora
Historic District
Free Public Parking (right arrow)
Donnelly Park (left arrow)
Center for Arts (straight arrow)
City Hall (straight arrow)
US 441 (straight arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)
Parking Icon (straight/right arrow)

Match Sign 28
Use new parking sign
Use new parking icon
located below sign body

(no change)
Free Public Parking (left arrow)
Chamber of Commerce (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)
Donnelly Park (right arrow)
US 441 (right arrow)
Parking Icon (left arrow)
Chamber of Commerce (left arrow)
Lakeside Inn (left arrow)
Parking Icon (left arrow)

Free Public Parking (right arrow)
City Hall (straight arrow)
Donnelly Park (straight arrow)
Community Building Entrance (right arrow)
Parking Icon (left arrow)
Free Public Parking (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)
Parking Garage (left arrow)
Lakeside Inn (straight arrow)
Parking Icon (left arrow)
Historic Downtown (straight arrow)
City Hall (left arrow)
Community Building (left arrow)
Donnelly Park (left arrow)
Center for Arts (left arrow)
Chamber of Commerce (straight arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (straight arrow)
Parking Icon (straight/left arrow)

Delete sign
Use new parking sign
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format;
use new parking icon
located below sign body
Once you’re in downtown,
“shopping & dining” seems
redundant since there are
business directory poles on
each corner; use new
parking icon located
below sign body
Use new parking sign
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format;
use new parking icon
located below sign body
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 49a as icon
Use new parking sign
Use new parking icon
located below sign body

Use new parking icon
located below sign body
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Sign

Existing Text

54
55

Parking (left arrow)
Parks & Waterfront (straight arrow)
Shopping & Dining (left/right arrow)
Parking (straight/left arrow)

56

Gilbert Park (left arrow)
Palm Island (left arrow)
Evans Park (straight arrow)
Lawn Bowling Club (straight arrow)
Public Parking (left arrow)
Shopping & Dining (right arrow)
Parking (straight arrow)
Parking (straight arrow)
Public Parking (straight/right arrow)
Parking (right arrow)
Public Parking (left arrow)
Public Parking (right arrow)
Florida Scenic Highway (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)

57
58a
58b
59a
59b
60
61
62a
62b

63
64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71
72
73
74

Florida Scenic Highway (right arrow)
Parking (left arrow)
Parking (right arrow)
Mount Dora History Museum
(right arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)
Parking (right arrow)
City Hall
Community Building
Donnelly Park
(right arrow)
Community Building Entrance
(right arrow)
Community Building Entrance
Straight arrow)
Frank Brown Sports Complex
(right arrow)
Entering Orange County
Public Parking (right arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)

75

Public Services Complex (left arrow)
Ice House Theatre (left arrow)
Mount Dora High School (left arrow)

76a
76b

Boat Ramp (right arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)

Proposed Text
Free Public Parking (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (straight arrow)
Chamber of Commerce (right arrow)
Lakeside Inn (right arrow)
Parking Icon (straight/left arrow)

Notes
Use new parking sign
Use new parking icon
located below sign body

(no change)

Free Public Parking (left arrow)

Use new parking sign
Delete sign

Free Public Parking (straight arrow)

Use new parking sign
Delete sign
Use new parking sign
Use new parking sign
Use new parking sign
(no change)
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format;
use new parking icon
located below sign body
(no change)
Double-sided sign

Free Public Parking (straight/right arrow)
Free Downtown Parking (left arrow)
Free downtown Parking (right arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)
Historic Downtown (left arrow)
Parking Icon (straight arrow)
Free Downtown Parking (left arrow)
Free Downtown Parking (right arrow)

(no change)
Gilbert Park (straight arrow)
Palm Island (straight arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)
Free Public Parking (right arrow)
City Hall (right arrow)
Community Building (right arrow)
Donnelly Park (right arrow)
Parking Icon (right arrow)

Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format
Use new parking sign
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format;
use new parking icon
located below sign body
(no change)
(no change)
(no change)

Free Public Parking (right arrow)
Palm Island (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)
Historic Downtown (right arrow)
Frank Brown Sports Complex (left arrow)
Ice House Theatre (left arrow)
Lincoln Community Park (left arrow)
US 441 (right arrow)

(no change)
Use new parking sign
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format

(no change)
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 77a as shown
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Sign

Existing Text

77a

Highland Street Parking (right arrow)
Gilbert Park/Palm Island (right arrow)
Heim Field (left arrow)

77b

Parking (right arrow)

78
79
80a

Commerce Park (left arrow)
Mount Dora Golf Association
(straight arrow)
Welcome to Mount Dora
Ice House Theatre (right arrow)

80b

Public Pool (right arrow)

81
82
83
84
85a

Library (left arrow)
Eustis Bypass (straight arrow)
Eustis (left arrow)
Orlando (right arrow)
Florida Scenic Highway (start)
Florida Scenic Highway (end)
Ice House Theatre (left arrow)

85b

Public Pool (left arrow)

85c

Ice House Theatre (right arrow)

85d

Public Pool (right arrow)

A

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

B

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

C

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format
New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

D
E

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

F

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

Proposed Text
Heim Field (left arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)
Gilbert Park/Palm Island (right arrow)
Parking Icon (right arrow)

Notes
Use new parking icon
located below sign body
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 77a as icon
(no change)
(no change)
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign B as shown
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign B as shown
(no change)
(no change)

Ice House Theatre (left arrow)
Public Pool (left arrow)
Grandview Business District (straight arrow)
Ice House Theatre (right arrow)
Public Pool (right arrow)

Historic Downtown (straight arrow)
Grandview Business District (left arrow)
Ice House Theatre (left arrow)
Lincoln Community Park (left arrow)
Public Pool (left arrow)
Grandview Business District (right arrow)
Ice House Theatre (right arrow)
Lincoln Community Park (right arrow)
Public Pool (right arrow)
Free Public Parking
Elizabeth Evans Park (right arrow)
Lawn Bowling Club right arrow)
Parking Icon (straight/right arrow)
Elizabeth Evans Park (left arrow)
Historic Downtown (right arrow)
Parking Icon (right arrow)
Gilbert Park (right arrow)
Palm Island (right arrow)
Parking Icon (left arrow)

(no change)
(no change)
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format;
double-sided sign
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 85a as shown
Convert to standard city
wayfinding sign format;
double-sided sign
Delete sign – incorporate
into Sign 85c as shown

Use new parking sign
Use new parking icon
located below sign body
Use new parking icon
located below sign body
Use new parking icon
located below sign body
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Sign

Existing Text

G

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

H

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

I

New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format
New Sign – standard city wayfinding
format

J

Proposed Text

Notes

Grandview Business District (left arrow)
Cauley Lott Park (straight arrow)
Frank Brown Sports Complex (straight arrow)
Ice House Theatre (right arrow)
Lincoln Community Park (right arrow)
Cauley Lott Park (straight arrow)
Frank Brown Sports Complex (right arrow)
US 441 (right arrow)
Grandview Business District (left arrow)
Grandview Business District (right arrow)
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VIII. Recommendations
Based on the strategies presented in the previous section, the projects described below for
wayfinding system enhancement are recommended, using the following prioritization parameters:
 High: essential - a critical requirement to increase performance of the wayfinding system
 Medium: conditional - supports necessary operations; required eventually but could wait
until later if necessary
 Low: optional - a functional or quality enhancement; practical if resources permit
High Priority Projects
 Develop a uniform look for all parking signage (see Exhibit 5, New Parking Signage) –
remove all non-conforming signs so that a consistent message is portraited
 Create standard messaging text to identify free parking, timed parking and evening
parking on signs
 Add a parking icon to City wayfinding signage (see Exhibit 5, New Parking Signage) to
more visibly direct visitors toward parking areas
 Provide new city wayfinding signage to enhance the completeness of directional
information (see Table in Section VII)
Medium Priority Projects
 Coordinate signage types for uniformity and clarity – remove and/or replace all conconforming signs (see Section VI for examples of differing elements)
 Coordinate and clarify wayfinding text/messaging (see Table in Section VII)
 Provide names for parking areas to help visitors identify their parking location
 Add kiosks or message boards at each parking area that provide maps and other
information for visitors transitioning from vehicles to pedestrians
 Enhance the Mount Dora Parking Map and Chamber of Commerce Map to provide up-todate and easily understood information for visitors – include more specific parking
information and a detailed map legend
Low Priority Projects
 Reduce redundancy in business guide poles – if a destination is included on city
wayfinding signage, it should not be on the business guide poles
 Add interactive kiosks at key downtown locations such as the Chamber of Commerce,
Donnelly Park and parking garage
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IX.

Design

The use of a consistent design, color, typography and size for the wayfinding system will enhance
the visual environment and create a sense of place for residents and an easily understood
directional system for visitors. The following design guidance will help create that consistency:
Location
 Locate signs to the right side of the road – drivers are conditioned to look there for
informational signs
 If a double-faced sign is used instead of two single-sided signs on both sides of the road,
the double-sided sign should be located for clear readability from both directions of
approaching traffic
 Signs should not overhang into the roadway – maintain 2-feet from the edge of the sign
to the face of curb
 Height of sign panel should allow for clear visibility and should not impede pedestrian or
vehicular traffic
 The sign face should be perpendicular to the approaching driver or pedestrian
 Signs that direct drivers to turn should be placed well enough in advance of an intersection
in order to allow for reaction time to slow down and turn
Placement
 For all signs, the mounting location should be carefully considered so that viewing is not
obstructed by other signs, utilities, trees or structures
 New signs should be placed to not block visibility of existing signs
 In some cases, it may be beneficial to remove and/or consolidate information presented
by other signs
Other
 Installation of all signage should conform to all applicable FDOT, MUTCD and City of
Mount Dora standards as required
 Where a new sign is replacing an older sign that duplicates information or does not
comply with standards in this report, the entire sign assembly should be removed and
replaced – old sign posts should be removed and replaced with new custom posts
 Signs and structures should be designed to withstand wind pressure loadings on all parts,
acting in all directions, per requirements of the Florida Building Code or City of Mount
Dora Codes, whichever is greater
Design of new wayfinding signage should follow these formats:




New signage should use the standard city wayfinding design template (red with green
border) and match size, color and mounting as that of existing signage
Signage with text revisions should have the sign face removed and replaced as
recommended
New parking signage should use the specifications shown in Exhibit 5, New Parking
Signage
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 Note: The test parking sign installed at the United Methodist Church parking lot
was fabricated by Road Traffic Signs (www.roadtrafficsigns.com), 888-343-3771.
They can upload custom art (such as that shown on the Exhibits in this report) in
JPEG format to create the sign face text and colors.
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EXHIBIT 1: CIRCULATION MAP
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EXHIBIT 2: EXISTING SIGNAGE MAP
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EXHIBIT 3: EXISTING SIGNAGE KEY
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EXHIBIT 3: EXISTING SIGNAGE KEY CONTINUED
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EXHIBIT 4: NEW SIGNAGE MAP
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EXHIBIT 5A: NEW PARKING SIGNAGE
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EXHIBIT 5B: NEW PARKING SIGNAGE
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